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MISTY FOREST, MEET EVERY NIGHT AGAIN

To the northeast of Sand Rock City, thousands of kilometers away.

Lu Yuan's body turned into an afterimage, running through the desert.

Boom! !

Just when he passed a sand dune, the sand dune burst open suddenly.

A black tail several meters long stabbed towards the landing edge.

The tip of the tail is a sharp needle.

Lu Yuan's face remained unchanged, his right hand protruding out like lightning,
grabbing the thick and long tail, and exerting a slight force.

Boom! !

The yellow sand churned, and a huge black scorpion was thrown out by Lu Yuan.

Lu Yuan grabbed its tail and slammed it ** the sand dune.

bump!

The sand dune was smashed into a deep pit, and the huge scorpion seven or eight meters

long continued to struggle with eight feet, and made a sharp neigh.

Lu Yuan's face remained unchanged, and he let go of the scorpion's tail, his body
instantly disappeared in place, appearing on top of the black scorpion's head.

The beetle claw epee appeared in Lu Yuan's hand, and Lu Yuan went down and inserted

the epee into the black scorpion's mind.

The black scorpion twitched, struggling to roll, Lu Yuan stepped on it, and the scorpion

that had wanted to roll suddenly hit the sand dune again.
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The carapace that was stepped on by Lu Yuan was completely sunken, and cracks

appeared.

The black scorpion loses its life.

Lu Yuan then jumped off its body.

Looking at the huge scorpion almost as tall as others, Lu Yuan nodded in satisfaction.

"The black poisonous sand scorpion, I didn't expect to encounter a boss-level one. Good
luck."

It has been almost a week since Lu Yuan left Shayan City, and he encountered a lot of

fierce beasts along the way.

Especially the farther away from Sandstone City, the stronger the strength of the fierce

beast.

The black poisonous sand scorpion in front of him is already the leader of the fierce beast
with a tempering degree of more than 90%.

It's a pity that he doesn't have any resistance against Lu Yuan.

Two light ** fell from the sand scorpion, and there were a lot of original crystals.

Lu Yuan picked up the thing.

Two light groups, one green and one cyan.

The green one is an elite-level extraordinary gene.

Combat Skill: Black Scorpion Venom.

and the blue one is a boss-level genetic weapon.

It was a long, thin sword that looked like a scorpion tail.

Boss Arms: Heliconia Needle

mainly strengthens agility and flexibility, secondly strengthens strength, and also has the

effect of scorpion venom.

Lu Yuan chuckled, which is a pity.



"It would be great if it was an epee."

He is used to using heavy swords. This slender and light long sword tends to be used by

assassination fighters.

The epee is more biased towards the strong attack system, which uses force to overwhelm

people, which is unreasonable.

The beetle claw epee in his hand has been used for a long time, and he hasn't changed it.

If there is a boss-level epee, it should be replaced.

Unfortunately not.

Lu Yuan put the things away and went to collect the materials again.

This is the third boss that Lu Yuan has encountered. The other two bosses, one is a wind
sculpture with a tempering degree of 99%.

can fly, Lu Yuan can't catch up, can only watch it run away.

The other is a desert wolf with a tempering degree of over 90%.

dropped a good boss-level armor.

Lu Yuan's current black-bottomed yellow-patterned battle armor is.

After packed up, Lu Yuan continued to move forward.

Not long after, Lu Yuan climbed over a tall sand dune. After seeing the scenery in front of

him, he opened his eyes slightly.

In the front, the desert gradually disappeared and turned into dark brown mud, and in the
distance is an endless forest.

is like a green ocean.

Out of the desert.

Lu Yuan's eyes flashed and he narrowed his eyes slightly.

He recalled the map he had seen before.



Out of the desert, it is a misty forest.

The area of   the Misty Forest is many times larger than the entire Sandstone City area.

The weakest fierce beasts have a first-order, because there will be heavy fog from time to

time, so they are called misty forests.

"The lowest level is the first level, which is much more dangerous than the surrounding

sandstone city."

Lu Yuan felt a lot of dignity, and he clenched the epee tightly and moved on.

Soon, he walked through the desert area and stepped on the thick soil.

There is a forest in front of him. The forest is densely covered with giant trees tens or even
hundreds of meters high.

The cracks in the trees looked dark and intimidating.

Lu Yuan took a deep breath and entered the forest.

The sun was blocked by the tree canopy, and only a few spots of light fell on the ground

covered with dead branches and rotten leaves, and the environment was very dim.

However, Lu Yuan was also a first-order genetic warrior anyway, with very good eyesight

and no problem with night vision.

He can clearly see the surroundings, tall and sturdy tree trunks, shrubs growing
everywhere, and many vines hanging down.

The roar of fierce beasts rang out from time to time in the distance.

Lu Yuan settled down and stepped forward.

didn't go far, suddenly Lu Yuan raised his head and looked over the trees ahead.

On a tree trunk not far away, a black leopard four to five meters long was looking down

at the landing edge, opened his mouth, and a drop of water dripped down.

"Roar!!"

The black leopard roared, turned into an afterimage, and rushed towards Luyuan,
extremely fast.



Lu Yuan's face remained unchanged, and he took a random step, avoiding the black

leopard's pounce, and a black sword light ran across the black leopard's neck.

Blood spewed out, and the black leopard fell to the ground, losing its vitality.

Lu Yuan glanced at the corpse on the ground.

"The first-order ferocious beast, misty cheetah...looks at this size, is it an ordinary level?
The tempering degree is not high."

Lu Yuan cleaned up the cheetah's skin and fangs, and moved on.

Along the way, I encountered a lot of fierce beast attacks, but in the fringe area of   the

misty forest, they were basically first-order fierce beasts of ordinary level.

Tier 1 ordinary fierce beast, even if the tempering degree reached 100%, it would be just

a little trouble for Lu Yuan.

What's more, there is no fierce beast with such a high degree of tempering here.

Luyuan easily went for thirty or forty kilometers.

Just as Lu Yuan was walking, suddenly there was a huge roar in the distance.

"hold head high!!"

Lu Yuan's face changed slightly.

He felt an extremely powerful aura quickly approaching towards the landing edge.

This powerful breath makes even him feel extremely dangerous.

There is such a strong beast outside the misty forest? !

Lu Yuan jumped onto a big tree beside him, and he shrank in the canopy.

As soon as he jumped on the ground, the ground shook. Then, he saw a huge beast with a

gray scale covering a gray scale and two huge beasts that were almost three meters high
and covered with gray armor.

The thick armour of this huge fierce beast is covered with scars, and it looks like it is

being pursued and killed.



Lu Yuan's pupils shrank.

Mist Dragon.

This fierce beast is an extremely top race in the foggy forest. The foggy ground dragon is

born at the boss level, and the powerful foggy ground dragon can even reach the second

level or even higher.

This should be a juvenile Misty Dragon, right?

is only the first order.

Lu Yuan's eyes flashed, a little moved.

There is a misty orb in the misty dragon, which is very expensive.

If you can obtain the supernatural genes of the Mist Dragon, let alone, it must be very

strong at the same level.

However, even this badly wounded Mist Dragon still has an extremely powerful aura.

Lu Yuan felt that he wanted to kill him, but it was also a bit difficult.

Besides, he didn't know who was chasing and killing this misty ground dragon.

can force the Mist Dragon to this degree, the strength is definitely better than him.

Lu Yuan thought for a while, intending to continue to see the

situation~www.mtlnovel.com~ At this moment, a black light flashed, and a cat man in

black leather armor suddenly appeared on the body of the foggy ground dragon.

The dark sword light flashed continuously, covering the back of the misty ground dragon,
carving out a series of hideous sword marks.

The misty ground dragon, who had been seriously injured, fell heavily to the ground and

let out a low wailing.

Lu Yuan's pupils shrank, looking at the cat man standing on the back of the misty dragon,
a little surprised.

Ye Ye? !



The dark ears and tail, the long hair that looked like a black waterfall, and the beautiful

face were instantly recognized by Lu Yuan.

is the high-quality little rich woman Ye Ye.

Unexpectedly, she also came to the misty forest?

Besides, she is so strong?

Lu Yuan's heart was very shaken. When I saw Ye Ye last time, Lu Yuan felt invincible, but
he still couldn't beat it now.

What level of genes does this cat man burn? !

You must know that he now has two boss-level weapons. Although he hasn't been fully

tempered, he is not yet an opponent.

This is outrageous.

How did she burn such a high-level gene?

Lu Yuan was full of doubts.

Just when Lu Yuan was shocked, Ye Ye on Earth Dragon's back suddenly stopped and

looked at Lu Yuan.

Lu Yuan was shocked and was discovered?

So keen perception.

The next moment, Lu Yuan saw Ye Ye disappear in place, his hair on his back exploded,
and he felt a fatal threat.

"and many more!"

He screamed quickly, running the red bronze light with all his strength.

In front of him, Ye Ye's body appeared, and the black long sword with sharp sword light

was less than a centimeter from his neck and stopped there.
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